Solution for Trucks, Tractors and Trailers

Identifies Problematic Tire Location

Provides Tire Pressure and Temperature Monitoring

Ability to Customize Warnings

Monochrome or Color Display

Monitors up to 115 tires

Adaptable to Any Brand of Trailer ATIS

Makes Pre-trip Tire Inspections Easy and Accurate

Data Recording for Analytics when combined with Telematics

Proven Cap & Internal Sensors Deliver Best-In-Class Data Stream Reliability

TIRE PRESSURE MONITORING SYSTEM
from the Global Leader in Automatic Tire Inflation Systems

Connect with your Telematics System for the Ultimate in Operational Visibility.
Optional Flow-Thru Kits provide easy solutions to sensor management issues within your fleet:

› Sensors are protected
› Easy to add air through auxiliary fill port
› Utilizes standard cap sensors
› Sensors stay with the axle

Flow-Thru Kit (Drive axle mounting shown)

Easily added to your existing Trailer ATIS

Truck, Tractor and Trailer Solutions

Why P.S.I. Trailer ATIS?

› Automatically keeps tires filled
› Improved fuel economy
› Improved tread wear
› Reduced labor costs
› Exclusive with ThermALERT®
› HOS efficiency
› Protects casings for retreading
› Reduced tire-related CSA violations

Why add TireView™ TPMS?

› Identifies problematic tire location
› Provides pressure and temperature
› Bumper-to-Bumper solution for trucks, tractors and trailers
› Improved accuracy of tire pressure readings
› Easy to retrofit

THE COMPLETE TIRE SOLUTION

THE INFLATION SYSTEM

Pressure Systems International
www.PSItireinflation.com